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The aim of this research was to reveal the relationship between student’s reading
interest and critical thinking skills through Reading Concept Map Group
Investigation (Remap GI) and Reading Concept Map Jigsaw (Remap Jigsaw)
learning models. To do so, two science classes from first grade of two Senior High
Schools in Malang, Indonesia were selected as the participants of the study. They
were given the reading interest questionnaire and critical thinking skills essay test
after thought by two different learning models. The obtained data were analyzed
through Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation and doing a statistical
regression analysis. The result revealed that there was no correlation between two
variables both in Remap GI or Remap Jigsaw class. Because of no correlation
between two variables was found, two variables were compared through Remap GI
and Remap Jigsaw using descriptive analysis. The finding of this study has some
implications for teachers to consider some aspect or skills from students and their
relationship with each other. So the teacher can predict what needs to be developed
and how to do it.
Keywords: reading interest, critical thinking skills, reading concept map, group
investigation, jigsaw
INTRODUCTION
21st Century became the driving issues of the improvement at all pathways and levels of
education sectors to prepare the students (Mahanal, Zubaidah, Bahri, & Dinnurriya,
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2016). The 21st century is indicated by the escalated development of technology and
information. The learner has to possess the creativity, collaborative, communication, and
critical thinking skills that are essentially to face the future shifts (Fuad, Zubaidah,
Mahanal, & Suarsini, 2017). Critical thinking means that learners can determine a
careful judgment in making decisions and resolve problems in daily life. Why do
students have to possess critical thinking? Nasirahmadi (2014) summarises some of the
reasons from Buskist and Irons (2008) stating that some students may think that their
judgment is inferior to that of an authoritative figure, students are accustomed to
learning by heart rather than thinking about it, students may undermine the
consequences of their decisions, students don’t have time to allocate to genuine critical
thinking, and finally they lack the basic topical knowledge needed for critical thinking.
In the era of information and knowledge, everyone seeks to develop his expertise by
obtaining information and knowledge as much as and as quickly as possible. One of the
ways to get information and knowledge is by reading. Therefore, the learning process,
including biology learning, should be directed to encourage students to find out the
various sources of available information by reading. Reading is the most effective
learning activities because learners can improve themselves regarding critical thinking,
develop new and different perspectives, understand themselves and the world, and
interpret events and situations they will face (Karadeniz, 2015).
The education leaders agree if some elements of the ability to think critically are also
included in the elements of the ability to read well. Those elements are evaluation,
analysis, making inferences, thinking inductive and deductive reasoning (Hawkins,
2012). Reading not only involves the evaluation, analysis, and making conclusions, but
also includes reasoning. Nearly four centuries ago, Thorndike stated that the ability to
read is an indicator of a person's ability to think and reason. Widuroyekti (2006)
explains that reading activity as mind process activation occurs through a series of very
complex mental activity. Based on these explanations, it can be said that the process of
reading is closely related to the development of thinking factors, including critical
thinking.
Reading interest is closely related to critical thinking skills. There are several
publications on the relationship between reading interest and critical thinking skills, one
of which was done by Aloqaili (2011). Also, there are several examples of research on
the relationship of reading interest and critical thinking skills, of which most the
dependent variable was critical thinking skills and the independent variable was reading.
Research by Hosseini, Khodaei, Sarfallah, and Dolatabadi (2012), examined the
relationship between critical thinking, reading, and reading strategies of students
majoring in English. In those studies, critical thinking is taken as dependent variable and
reading as the independent variable. The results showed a positive relationship between
critical thinking and reading comprehension. Students with higher critical thinking
ability show better in reading comprehension. Fahim and Kamali (2011) found that
learners with the high critical thinking ability have the potential to understand a text that
contains difficult words.
Hassani, Rahmany, and Babaei (2013) reported that there was a positive correlation between
the critical thinking skills and the ability to read journals. Similarly, Nasirahmadi (2014)
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found that there was a positive correlation between critical thinking skills and reading skills
of Iranian language learners. Hawkins (2012) analyzed the relationship between critical
thinking skills and reading. He showed a positive relationship between the ability of critical
thinking and reading. The more often students spend time to read the book, the greater their
critical thinking skills will be. Reading is more than saying what is in the text, reading is
thinking. Critical thinking is the ability to explain the ambiguous sentences by making an
alternative interpretation, realizing in experience, making a decision and accepting the
alternative explanations. Critical thinking is concluded as a process of understanding in
reading (Aloqaili, 2011) or the thought process to build understanding (Yu-hui, Li-rong, &
Yue, 2010). Based on several experts’ statements previously, it can be concluded that the
relationship whether reading can improve the critical thinking skills is related to the
components of reading itself.

In respect of the relationship between reading and critical thinking skills, we want to
reveal the relationship between the two variables with different learning models. The
empowering of reading interest and critical thinking skills may be better if it is done in
particular learning models. One of the learning models that had been proved to empower
reading interest and critical thinking skills was Reading Concept Map Cooperative
Learning, which we used the term Remap Coople as its acronym. Remap Coople is a
learning model that requires students to read (reading process) and compose a concept
map before going to the classroom, and the learning process in the classroom uses one
of the types of cooperative learning models (Zubaidah, 2014). The cooperative learning
can be confirmed by grouping strategy, which should focus on how scaffolding and
peer-learning will be smoothly run (Baskoro, Corebima, Susilo, Zubaidah, & Ramli,
2017). This research used the cooperative learning model Group Investigation and
Jigsaw type, so the term of learning models that we used are Reading Concept Map
Group Investigation (Remap GI) and Reading Concept Map Jigsaw (Remap Jigsaw).
The steps of both models followed Pangestuti, Mistianah, Corebima, and Zubaidah
(2015) and Mahanal et al. (2016), i.e. (1) the students have to read the related learning
materials for next lesson determined by the teacher, (2) the students compose their
concept map after reading before going to the classroom, and (3) the learning in the
classroom uses cooperative learning GI in one biology class and Jigsaw in another class.
Research on Remap GI had been done by Prasmala (2014) through classroom action
research design. The results showed that the application of Remap GI learning model
was able to improve critical thinking skills and student learning outcomes in biology
learning. Other research concerning Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw had been done by
Mistianah, Corebima, and Zubaidah (2015) through experimental research. The results
showed that there were significant differences in metacognitive skills and student’s
learning outcomes on those who were taught by both of Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw.
The finding of this study has some implications for teachers to consider some aspects or
skills from students and their relationship with each other. So the teacher can predict
what needs to be developed and how to do it.
Aims of the Research
The relationship between reading interest and critical thinking skills, especially in the
application of different learning models has less explored yet. Hence, the aim of the
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research was to reveal the relationship between reading interest and critical thinking
skills of students through Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw at biology learning. This study
was conducted to find an answer to the following questions:
Is there a relationship between student’s reading interest and critical thinking skills
through Remap GI learning models?
Is there a relationship between student’s reading interest and critical thinking skills
through Remap Jigsaw learning models?
Is there a difference of relationship between student’s reading interest and critical
thinking skills through Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw learning models?
METHOD
Research Design
This research was correlational research to reveal the relationship between reading
interest and critical thinking skills by two kinds of learning models. The biology
learning models used in this correlational research were Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw.
The obtained data were analyzed through Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of
Correlation and doing a statistical regression analysis. The relationship between two
variables was conducted through Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw using descriptive
analysis.
Population and Sample
The research was conducted at two Senior High Schools in Malang City, Indonesia. The
population of this research was all the students of Senior High School in Malang
majoring in science program. The sample of this research was the students majoring in
science program during the even semester of the 2014/2016 academic year with the total
sample of 59 students. The sample was randomly chosen by consistency test using
ANOVA test previously. The consistency test was obtained from the result of national
examination on third grade from the students in population. The research was done at
two different classes of two different schools with different learning models.
Research Instruments
The instrument in this research was reading questionnaire that adapted from Gambrell,
Palmer, Coding, and Mazzoni (1996); Maldonado and Gonzales (2010); Wanjari and
Mahakulkar (2011). The rubric of critical thinking skills embedded with essay test was
developed by Zubaidah, Corebima, and Mistianah (2015), as presented in Table 1. The
rubric was developed by modifying the Illinois Critical Thinking Essay Test and
Guidelines for Scoring Illinois Critical Thinking Essay Test written by Finken and Ennis
(1993). The validity and reliability of the rubric had been tested previously, and the
results were valid and reliable (not published yet). The descriptor of the critical thinking
was developed based on some elements of critical thinking skills as the focus (the focus
of the answer), reasoning (reason or idea), organization (the way of thinking, convention
(grammar) and integration. The criteria used in determining the student’s critical
thinking skill order using criteria modified from Finken and Ennis (1993), i.e. (1) were
not apparent or less developing (score 0-2), and (2) starting to develop or developing
well (score 3-5).
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Table 1
Rubric of critical thinking skills embedded with essay test
Score/Point
Descriptor
5
 All concepts are correct, clear and specific
 All explanations of the answer are correct, clear, specific, supported by strong and right
reason and clear argument
 The way of thinking is good; all concepts are connected each other and integrated
 Good and correctt grammar
 All aspects are apparent; the evidence is good and balanced
4
 Most of the concepts are right, clear but less specific
 Most of the explanations of the answer are correct, clear but less specific
 The way of thinking is good, most of the concepts are correlated each other and integrated
 The grammar is good and right; there are a few mistakes
 All aspects are apparent, but they are imbalanced
3
 Small parts of concepts are correct and clear
 Small parts of the explanation of the answer are correct, clear but the argument is unclear
 The way of thinking is good enough, a small part of concepts are correlated each other
 The grammar is good enough; there are some mistakes of spelling
 Most of the apparent concepts are right
2
 The concepts are less focus or exaggerating or doubting
 The explanations of the answer are not supporting
 The way of thinking is less good; the concepts are not correlated each other
 The grammar is good; the sentences are incomplete
 A small part of the concept looks right
1
 All concepts are wrong or insufficient
 The reason is wrong
 The way of thinking is not good
 The grammar is not good
 All aspects are insufficient
0
 There is no answer, or the answer is wrong

(Source: Zubaidah, et al., 2015 modified from Finken & Ennis, 1993)
Data Collection and Analysis
In order to see whether there is a statistically significant relationship between reading
interest and critical thinking skills of students through Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw,
Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation was used after gathering the student
raw score on the two tests.
Before analyzing the correlation between two variables, the prerequisite test was
conducted related to the data normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. KolmogorovSmirnov test was applied to the number of data which was bigger than 50 (Wright,
2006). The normality test for reading interest and critical thinking data through Remap
GI result presented that reading interest and critical thinking skills have a constant
significance level by 0.555 and 0.986 at the 0.05 significance level (Table 2). It means
that the data of students’ reading interest and critical thinking skills taught by Remap GI
was normally distributed.
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Table 2
The result of normality test on Remap GI by using One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
N
Normal Parameter a,b
Most Extreme
Differences

Mean
Std. Deviation
Absolute
Positive
Negative

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Reading Interest
26
2.5646
8.08522
.156
.123
-.156
.794
.555

Critical Thinking Skill Class GI
26
40,8973
7.26209
.089
.089
-.072
.456
.986

a. Test distribution is Normal
b. Calculated from data
The normality test for reading interest and critical thinking data conducted through
Remap Jigsaw result presented that reading interest and critical thinking skills have a
constant significance level by 0.279 and 0.060 at the 0.05 significance level (Table 3). It
means that the data of students’ reading interest and critical thinking skills taught by
Remap Jigsaw was normally distributed.
Table 3
The result of normality test on Remap Jigsaw use One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Test
N
Normal Parameter a,b
Most Extreme
Differences
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

Reading Interest
33
Mean
.7567
Std.
8.29715
Deviation .173
Absolute
.173
Positive
-.161
Negative
.992
.279

Critical Thinking Skill Class Jigsaw
33
8.4176
12.07584
.230
.138
-.230
1.323
.060

a. Test distribution is Normal
b. Calculated from data
The obtained data were analyzed through Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of
Correlation and doing a statistical regression analysis. The relationship between two
variables was carried out through Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw using descriptive
analysis.
FINDINGS
To answer the first question of the study, Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of
Correlation was used to investigate the correlation or go-togetherness of student’s
reading interest and critical thinking skills through Remap GI learning models. Table 4
demonstrates the significance of such correlation through Remap GI learning models.
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Table 4
The relationship between reading interest and critical thinking skills on Remap GI
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (1tailed)
N

Critical thinking Class GI
Reading Interest
Critical thinking Class GI
Reading Interest
Critical thinking Class GI
Reading Interest

Correlations
Critical Thinking Class GI
1.000
.114
.
.290
26
26

Reading Interest
.114
1.000
.290
.
26
26

Based on the analysis of the correlation of reading interest toward critical thinking skills
of students taught by Remap GI, the significance value obtained was 0.290> 0.05. It can
be concluded that the null hypothesis was accepted. It means that there was no
correlation between reading interest and critical thinking skills through Remap GI.
Table 5 demonstrates the correlation of student’s reading interest and critical thinking
skills through Remap Jigsaw, which can answer the second question of this study;
Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation was also used to investigate the
significance of such correlation.
Table 5
The correlation between reading interest and critical thinking skills through Remap Jigsaw
Correlations
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (1-tailed)
N

Critical thinking of Jigsaw
ClassReading Interest
Critical thinking of Jigsaw Class
Reading Interest
Critical thinking of Jigsaw Class
Reading Interest

Critical Thinking
1.000
.080
.
.329
33
33

Reading Interest
.080
1.000
.329
.
33
33

Based on the analysis of the correlation between reading interest and critical thinking
skills conducted through Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw, the significance value obtained
was 0.329> 0.05. It can be concluded that the null hypothesis was accepted. It means
that there was no relationship between reading interest and critical thinking skills in
biology learning based on Remap Jigsaw.
To analyze the data further, regression analysis was conducted using SPSS (statistical
package for social sciences) and showed in Table 6.
Table 6
Model Summaryb: R Square table for students’ scores on reading interest as the
predictor of students’ critical thinking skills
Mode
Adjusted R
l
R
R Square
Square
1
.144a
.013
-.028
a. Predictors: (Constant), Reading Interest
b. Dependent Variable: Critical Thinking Class GI

Std. Error of
Estimate
7.36373

Durbin-Watson
1.926
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Model
1

R
.080a

R Square
.006

Model Summaryb
Adjusted R
Std. Error of
Square
Estimate
-.026
12.22965

ANOVA
Sum of
Model
Squares
df
Mean Square
1 Regression
29,931
1
29.931
Residual
4636,497
31
149.564
Total
4666,428
32
a. Predictors: (Constant), Reading Interest
b. Dependent Variable: Critical Thinking of Jigsaw Class

F
.200

Durbin-Watson
1.887

Sig.
.658a

DISCUSSION
The main concern of this study was to determine whether there was relationship between
students’s reading interest and critical thinking skills through Remap GI and Remap
Jigsaw learning models. Considering our first research question which asked whether
there was a relationship between students’s reading interest and critical thinking skills
through Remap GI, the result of the study revealed that there was no correlation between
reading interest and critical thinking skills throug Remap GI.
The second research question which asked whether there was a relationship between
students’s reading interest and critical thinking skills through Remap Jigsaw, the result
of the study revealed that there was no correlation between reading interest and critical
thinking skills throug Remap Jigsaw.
The results of this research are not consistent with the results of previous studies. Some
researches conducted by Fahim and Kamali (2011), Hosseini et al. (2012), Hawkins
(2012), and Nasirahmadi (2014) that examine the relationship between critical thinking
and reading skills showed positive correlation between critical thinking and reading. In
other researches such as Purba (2013) showed that reading interest has a positive
influence on the ability to think critically.
These results are also not consistent with the review of the theory suggesting that there
is a relationship between reading and critical thinking skills. According to the review on
the theories, the relationship between reading and critical thinking skills can be
explained that by the model of information processing. Based on the study of related
literature, there is a strong relationship between reading skills, critical thinking, and
prior knowledge. The relationship is interdependent or mutually dependent that is the
prior knowledge serves as the basis or foundation of critical thinking and making
conclusions. Thinking critically and making conclusions can activate someone’s prior
knowledge. The theory of schema shows how reading can be developed by using the
relationship between literacy and critical thinking (Aloqaili, 2011). Reading has a
significant influence in the process of developing critical thinking because the reader
should recognize patterns in text, match every detail in the patterns, and then connect it
with the other text, and give the experience of it. According to Tung and Chang (2009),
reading is suitable for an important feature of critical thinking based on the following
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reasons. The first, the mental process of reading requires the ability to think critically.
Reading is a complex process that requires the reader to remember, take it back and
reflect on their previous experiences or memories to construct the meaning from text.
The second, reading material, background, and language in literature help the reader to
build a sense of self and the meaning of life gradually with various real-world scenarios.
The difference results of this research with the results of previous studies may be due to
several things which will be described further. The first is the "cultural influence" of our
learners. Although it has been assumed that the students had answered the questionnaire
reasonably, seemingly they tended to answer by referring to what they expect but not
based on their reality. As a consequence, the result of reading interest questionnaire
tended to be very good. The second, a lack of correlation between reading and critical
thinking skills may be caused partly by using inventory which is not always effective for
gathering data. It could happen because students looked in a hurry and were not
wishfully when they were filling out the questionnaires. This result is consistent with
Corebima (2009), which examined the use of MAI (Metacognitive Awareness
Inventory) or questionnaire on metacognitive awareness and MSI (Metacognitive Skills
Inventory) or questionnaire on metacognitive capabilities in Indonesia. Corebima (2009)
stated that the MAI and MSI were not suitable for measuring student’s metacognitive
ability of Indonesian students. This thing happened because there was an extreme
decrease in the scores of MAI and MSI occurring in the elementary school up to high
school investigated.
The use of questionnaires also indicated the ineffectiveness of the research resulted by
Schraw and Dennison (1994) and Corliss (2005) in Corebima (2009) that tested the
validity by comparing the scores MAI with a score of metacognitive of other measuring
instruments. The results showed that there was no significant relationship between MAI
score and score of the other metacognitive measurements. Besides, the ineffectiveness of
the questionnaire is also indicated in the research results conducted by Sumadi (1987),
which examined the relationship between reading interest, language talent and student’s
reading comprehension achievement in Senior High School in Indonesia. The result of
those research showed that there was a significant positive correlation between reading
interest and the achievement of reading comprehension, one of which may be due to a
lack of effectiveness in using the questionnaires.
Several studies also showed the ineffectiveness of the use of the questionnaire including
Hardi (2014), Antika (2015), Talakua (2015), and Bahri and Corebima (2015). Hardi
(2014) revealed in his research that the value obtained by linear regression coefficient
was 0.484 and the value of the reliability of reading on cognitive learning outcomes was
8.6%. Antika (2015) also revealed that the contribution of reading on the cognitive
learning outcomes was only 0.4%. The low contribution of reading interest on cognitive
learning outcomes in these studies might be caused by the use of less appropriate
instruments. Furthermore, Talakua research (2015) showed that the average increase in
student’s scores on student’s character in cooperative class was equal, which might be
caused by the use of less effective questionnaires.
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The questionnaire is the most common instruments used to measure variables in
education and psychology. However, the use of questionnaires raised concerns about the
lack of response bias. Response bias is a systematic tendency to respond the
questionnaire items on some fundamental things rather than specific content item
(Paulhus, 1991). The data collection process is a complex process in which the
possibilities are many differences emerged between the data to be revealed by
researchers and the responses of the respondents. The difference is known as response
bias. The most common response bias is a response to the expectations of the social,
namely the tendency to provide answers that make respondents look good or good.
Hasan (2014) found that when students filled out the questionnaire, they conveyed what
his hopes, not his realities.
Based on those explanations, it is known that the use of questionnaire has some we
aknesses. According to Milne (1999) there are some disadvantages of questionnaire as
follows: 1) questionnaire has been standardized so it is impossible to explain each point
of question that may confuse students, 2) students are not serious in answering the
questions especially when the questionnaire requires a long time to complete and 3)
students do not fill out the questionnaire honestly because they did not want to reveal the
information or they think that they do not get any benefit by completing the
questionnaires.
The absence of a relationship between reading interest and critical thinking skills in this
research can also be associated with the formation of the reading interest that takes quite
a long time because it can also be influenced by internal and external factors,
particularly by socio-psychological factors (Shehu, 2015). Similar to reading interest,
the formation process of critical thinking also requires quite a long time. In some
studies, the results showed that to improve the ability of critical thinking takes more than
one semester (Yang & Chou, 2008). During the learning process, the students have to go
through the acquisition process by making inferences automatically and undergo the
transfer process. The process spends a long time, and it has to go through a lot of
practices in developing student’s perceptions and attitudes (Tung & Chang, 2009).
The third research question asked whether there is the difference of relationship between
student’s reading interest and critical thinking skills through Remap GI and Remap
Jigsaw learning models. As the result of this question, no correlation between two
variables was found when the relationship between two variables was examined through
Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw using descriptive analysis. The descriptive analysis results
showed that there was an increase in student’s reading interest and critical thinking skills
taught by both of learning models, but it was higher in Remap GI class than Remap
Jigsaw.
From the descriptive data it was found that the mean score of student’s reading interest
and critical thinking skills after thought Remap GI were 74.68 and 47.18. The mean
score of student’s reading interest and critical thinking skills after thought Remap Jigsaw
were 74.01 and 35.71. The results showed that student’s reading interest and critical
thinking skills thought by Remap GI were higher than thought by Remap Jigsaw. The
differences of reading interest and critical thinking skill scores that taught by two kinds
of learning models may be due to some reasons that will be further explained.
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The first stage of Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw models is asking students to read the
learning materials given by the teacher to be studied. Through reading activities, students
can learn and master various things. Reading is a complex process in which readers are
asked to recall, review, and reflect their memory to build an understanding of the text. By
reading, they must be able to distinguish between facts and opinions, understand the
meaning, look for a correlation of the occurrence or event, understand the details, see many
points of view, and apply what they learned from the process in real life. From these
processes, the reader is trained to think critically especially to explain, analyze, synthesize,
interpret, evaluate, solve problems, argue, and apply (Tung & Chang, 2009). As Karadeniz
(2015) stated, persuading students to become good critical readers to improve their students’
reading skills is important. The students should have reading interest and habit.
The second stage of Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw models is composing the concept map.
Learning with concept maps will make a meaningful learning and develop critical thinking
that will improve the ability to remember the knowledge in the long term (Novak, 1984). A
concept map is a cognitive task that requires diverse thought high levels thinking process
which consists of assessing and classifying information, recognizing patterns, identifying
and prioritizing the main idea, comparing and contrasting, identifying relationships, and
doing logical thinking (Kinchin, Hay, & Adam, 2000). A concept map is also possible as a
tool to convert tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. For instance, by reading particular
lesson materials, the students learn from the book or other resources and then they construct
concept map, the students convert their tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge in their
mind map (Handoko, Nursanti, Harmanto, & Sutrisno 2016). Those processes require
students to elaborate and organize meaningful information that cannot be obtained only by
remembering information without understanding the sense and looking for a relationship.
The thought process in making the concept map is very closely related to the competence of
critical thinking (Binkley et al., 2012; Rosen & Tager, 2013).
The third stage of Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw models is the implementation of
cooperative learning models in the classroom. We implemented GI (Group Investigation)
and Jigsaw learning models at two difference biology classes. GI is one of the alternatives of
cooperative learning model that can improve critical thinking skills and train students to
work cooperatively in the group (Fachrurazi, 2011). This case is consistent with the results
of research by Wijayanti, Herlambang, and Slamet (2013) showing that the learning model
of GI affects the ability of critical thinking skills of the students in the tenth grade of Senior
High School 1 Mejayan in Madiun, Indonesia.
GI can enhance critical thinking skills because this model has the following advantages 1) it
allows students to use their capabilities of inquiry which makes them be more intensive in
researching, searching, and finding solution of problem(s), 2) students who participate in the
GI tend to take part in discussion and contribute ideas, 3) it encourages students to
participate actively, 4) it allows teachers to be more informal, so that teacher can
immediately provide relief, praise, and feedback and 5) it improves student’s performance
and achievement. The other benefit of this learning model is that it makes students become
more focused on thinking to examine and find solutions for the problems that can encourage
students to think more critically (Wijayanti et al., 2013).

GI learning model puts much emphasis on active student’s participation in determining
the topic, investigating problems, analyzing the findings, and presenting the results of
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this research. The model can increase the activity and participation of the students to
find their own material (information) with the help of various learning resources such as
related books and Internet-based. Reading the various references can directly enrich
student’s knowledge to encourage their critical thinking skills. Research by Klimovienė,
Urboniene, and Barzdziukiene (2006) showed that there was a relationship between
cooperative learning and critical thinking. Students who learned through cooperative
learning will have the ability of higher critical thinking. Cooperative learning can be
used to develop critical thinking because it can create an atmosphere of classes in which
there is more fun, the students are able to think and can learn to respect each other.
The results that Remap GI gave higher on student’s reading interest and critical thinking
skills scores rather than by Remap Jigsaw was, which is consistent with Afifuddin
(2008) research. That research showed that GI was more effective than Jigsaw and
conventional learning. Cooperative learning can also improve student’s learning
outcomes. The effectiveness of Jigsaw and GI in biology will be able to develop
student’s thinking to be more active in mastering and deepening competencies under
student’s responsibility. The principle of cooperative learning is emphasizing on
student’s cooperative in mastering and deepening certain subject matter, and then they
will teach each other mutually.
CONCLUSION
Based on the research results, it can be concluded that there was no correlation between
two variables both in Remap GI or Remap Jigsaw class. The results were not consistent
with the previous researches, due to the questionnaire used was not always effective.
Because no correlation between two variables was found, the relationship between two
variables was compared through Remap GI and Remap Jigsaw using descriptive
analysis. The descriptive analysis results showed that student’s reading interest and
critical thinking skills thought by Remap GI were higher than thought by Remap Jigsaw.
The findings of this study have some implications for teachers to consider some aspects
or skills from students and their relationship with each other. So the teacher can predict
what needs to be developed and how to do it.
RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a suggestion to further research, to prevent "cultural influences" or response
bias in the use of questionnaires on reading interest, it is necessary to add other
measuring instruments which are embedded into the test questions or student’s reading
task.
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